ABSTRACT. An algorithm is described that constructs, from every formula of the first order theory of algebraically closed fields, an equivalent quantifier-free formula in time which is polynomial in L n , where L is the size of the formula, η is the number of variables, and a is the number of changes of quantifiers.
Introduction
The decidability of the first order theory of algebraically closed fields was established by Tarski [1] . Tarski originally proposed a decision procedure based on the method of quantifier elimination for the theory of real closed fields, and then modified it for algebraically closed fields. The method of quantifier elimination [1] 
in the first order theory of algebraically closed fields (where Q is a propositional formula with atomic subformulas of the form "/; = 0" a n d the polynomials /; are in F[Zi,..., Z So , Z\\,..., Z aSa ]) an equivalent quantifier-free formula. If (1) is a closed formula (that is so = 0), it is thereby possible to determine whether the formula is true on the basis of this method.
Tarski's method, as well as some similar ones based on elimination theory, have very large execution time. Later, in [4] - [7] , methods of quantifier elimination were proposed with substantially better bounds on their execution times. Specifically, let Ν be the number of atomic subformulas of (1), η = so + si + • • • + s a the number of variables in the formula, and let the degrees of the /, be less than d. The time bound obtained in [4] - [7] is of order {Nd) n°W . In the present article an algorithm is described ( § §2 and 3) which for each formula of the form (1) constructs an equivalent quantifier-free formula, in time of order (Nd) o ( n "> " (see Theorem 3) . Thus the parameter which exerts the most essential influence on the estimate of complexity of quantifier elimination is the number a < η of alternations of quantifiers in (1) . We remark that the exponential lower bound for the complexity of the decision problem for the first order theory of algebraically closed fields [8] was established for a sequence of formulas in which the number of alternations of quantifiers has the same order of growth as the number of variables.
The algorithm described in § §2 and 3 uses the algorithms of subexponential complexity constructed in [9] and [10] for the decomposition of an algebraic variety into irreducible components (see §1), which rests in turn on a polynomial time algorithm for the factorization of multivariate polynomials into irreducible factors [9] , [10] .
We specify that in the present article we understand the execution time of an algorithm to be the number of steps in its execution by a RAM [2] , [3] . The choice of a concrete model of computation is not very important, since the complexity bounds are given here only up to a polynomial, and all reasonable models of computation are equivalent up to a polynomial [2] , [3] .
There is no loss of generality in considering formulas (see (1) ) in prenex normal form, since the size of the prenex normal form, and also the time necessary for the reduction to this form, are linearly bounded in terms of the size of the input formula. §1.
Decomposition of a variety into irreducible components
Let the ground field be F = Η{Τχ,..., Τι) [η], where either Η = Q or Η = F,*, with q = char(Ji); here the elements ΤΊ,..., Tj are algebraically independent over H, the element η is separable and algebraic over H, and the element η is separable and algebraic over H (T\,... ,Τι where α^Ο ν ..^η, b € H\T\,... , TJ] and the degree of b is the least possible. We set By the length of a notation l(h) in the case h £ Q we mean its bit length, and in the case h € F 9 *, the number Klog 2 q. By the length of a notation /(/) for the coefficients of the polynomials / from the field H, we mean the maximum length of a notation for the coefficients in Η of the polynomials at,» 0 ,...,i n and b at monomials in the variables 7i,..., T t . We define 1{φ) similarly.
Below we will suppose in the formulation of 
M2
, and similarly £(<p) = d' 1 +1 Mi; that is, the size of a polynomial is defined as the size of its vector of coefficients.
We denote by {/o = · · • = fk -0} C P n (F) the variety of common roots of the polynomials fo,...,fk-
The variety {/ 0 = •· · = fk -0} may be decomposed into components as |J Q W a , where the components W a are defined and irreducible over the maximal purely inseparable extension F q °° of the field F [11] . The algorithm of Theorem 1 below finds all W a (in fact, W a is defined over some finite purely inseparable extension of the field F, which the algorithm also finds). We will represent the components W a in two ways: by a generic point [11] or by giving some system of equations whose common roots constitute the given component; in the latter case we will say that the system of equations gives the component.
We will use the notation gi < g 2 P(hi,..., h s ) below, where gi, g 2 , and hi,...,h a are functions, to mean that g\ < g 2 P{hi, • · •, h a ) for a suitable polynomial P.
Let W be a projective subvariety of P"(F) of codimension m, defined and irreducible over some field i\ which is a finite extension of F, and let F 2 be the maximal subfield of F\ which is a separable extension of F. Let fi,..., t n -m be algebraically independent over F. A generic point of variety W may be given by the following isomorphism of fields:
for some q v and 0 < jo < n, where θ is an algebraic separable element over the field F2(ti,... ,£ n _ m ), and Φ(Ζ) is its minimal polynomial, with \cz^) = 1. The elements Xj/X ]0 are regarded as rational functions on the variety W here, where W is not contained in the hyperplane defined by the equation X JO -0. Under the isomorphism (2) the element Xj/Xj 0 is taken to the element ti, 1 < i < η -m. Here and in the sequel we observe the convention that q THEOREM 1 [9] , [10] . 
for all 1 < i < p, 0 < j < n, and 0 < β < η -m + 2.
The total execution time of the algorithm for the construction of generic points and for producing systems of equations for all components W a is bounded above by a certain polynomial in MiM 2 {d n did2) n+l {q + 1). Below we will use the following remark due to A. L. Chistov, whose proof may be found in [10] We will now describe an important auxiliary construction from [12] , which will be used below in §2. Let for suitable / t -• , g\ € F[Z\,..., Z n -S \\ that is, the algorithm carries out the projection of the variety. We remark that formulas are equivalent if and only if they define the same constructible set in affine space A n~a (F). We introduce the homogeneous polynomials
We may suppose without loss of generality that deg Xo
replacing the fj if necessary by the family of polynomials {fjXi J }o<;<s+i· The initial formula is equivalent to
which it is necessary to construct, consists of all those points (z\,..., z n -s ) for which the last formula is satisfied.
We introduce the variety
and the natural linear projection π: A"~s xP s+1 -» A"^s; then the desired constructible
) is equivalent to the existence for some m, 0 < m < s +1, in the fiber U z of at least one component W of dimension s +1 -m not lying at infinity; that is, W <£. {X o = 0}.
In the following discussion we will temporarily fix a point ζ G A n~s and an index m. We suppose below that the field H, if finite, contains enough elements, extending Η if necessary. We set
m+1 +1) 5 and we suppose the nonzero elements 7ii · · · j ΊΝ' € Η are distinct. Then clearly the family of N' vectors enjoys the property that any k of them are linearly independent (cf. Lemma 2.1 of [9] ). We write
, and here the coordinates of the point ζ are substituted for the variables Ζχ,..., Z n -S .
We show by induction on 0 < β < m (cf. [9] , Chapter II, §3) that for suitable indices 1 < ii,..., if) < N', every component of codimension less than β of the variety {hi 1 
is simultaneously a component of the fiber U z . We assume that the existence of indices iχ,... ,ίβ has already been shown, with β < m -1, and we suppose that there is no index 1 < ip +i < N' with the desired property. If some component W\ of the variety {hi 1 (z) = · · · = hi g (z) = 0} is not a component of U z (thus codim Wi = β), then there are no more than k -1 indices 1 < i < N' for which the polynomial hi(z) vanishes on the component Wi, in view of the property of the vectors v^\..., v^N \ By Bezout's inequality [14] , there are at most (d -I) 13 components in the variety {h{ 1 
Consequently there is an index 1 < ίβ+ι < Ν' for which the polynomial h lg+l (z) is not identically zero on each component W\ of the variety {Ηί Ύ {ζ) = · · · = ft i/9 (z) = 0} which is not a component of the fiber U z , which leads to a contradiction. Hence the existence of a suitable component W of the fiber U z (see above) is equivalent to the existence of indices 1 < i\ < • • • < i m < N' for which W is a component of the variety {hi 1 
(z) = • • • = hi m (z) -0} (not lying at infinity).
We will now construct a family 971 = fDi SiS _ m ( d _ 1 )m (see [9] , Chapter II, §1) consisting of (s-m+l)-tuples of linear forms in the variables Xi,... ,X s +i with coefficients from H, enjoying the property that for every variety Wi C P S (F) (here the coordinates in P s are (Xi : We now return to the consideration of an arbitrary point ζ G A n~s (F). We temporarily fixO<m<s + l, indices 1 < z'i < · · • < i m < N', and a sequence of linear forms (Yi,..., Y s -m +i) G 9JI (see Lemma 1) . We recall that r is the number of rows in the matrix A (cf. Theorem 2).
We will construct a certain sequence of variants of the Gauss is empty, or in other words |J^ Wi = A n~s . We apply the Gauss algorithms Γχ, Γ 2 ,... to the matrix A below. We take as Γι any variant of the Gauss algorithm. Let the polynomial Pi = Π ΔΚ , 0<α<λι and see below for Pi (we use the notation introduced above for the Gauss algorithm under consideration at each given step). We suppose now that Γι,... ,Γ,_ι and Pi,... ,Pi-i have already been constructed. Then we take as Γ; a variant of the Gauss algorithm in which for each 0 < α < λ, the index of the pivotal column j a of the matrix A^ is the least possible, and furthermore, such that j a > j a -i and the polynomials Pi,... ,P,_i and Πο</3<α ^ij · are linearly independent over F. Finally, we set entry is found in the formal portion A", then r&nk((A') z ) = a, from which the required representation of the polynomial R z follows. We remark that if Ai < r -1 then W t = 0 (see (3) We introduce the notation Φ = Φ(ί/^, η+2 , ί/^+ 3 , · ·., Zi s +i) and 0(Φ) = deg(^). We set Then e| £j) ) z = (ej ej) ) z for all points ζ € W^, bearing in mind that (e^' j) ) 2 is the product of the linear forms whose highest monomials (in the sense of the lexicographic ordering) are (μ/) 2 ,2) ; moreover, the quotient
finally, no nonzero monomial of the polynomial Φ τ , 2 is divisible by U 1 . We set
where Φ ρ +ι = 0. Clearly 0(Φ τ+ ι) < 0(Φ τ )· We consider the polynomial and we write We consider the morphism π χ : W -• Wj / i:/ which is the restriction of π 2 to W. Our next goal is to prove that πχ is a finite morphism [14] . Clearly the preimage of any affine open subset V C W^' under πι is isomorphic with ("V χ A m ) Π W, and consequently the preimage is an open subset of W which is affine, since it is closed in "V χ A m [14] . We will now check that every coordinate function {Y a /Ya) on the variety TTJ~ where the polynomials G/?, C T ε F[Z\,... ,Z n _ s ] were in fact constructed above. We introduce notation for the closure of the projection:
On the other hand, (mi = codim2U; cf. (2)) under the assumption that w\,... ,w p^i are algebraically independent, which reduces in turn to the solution of a linear system for the coefficients of this relation (cf. §4 of [9] ). Further, taking into account the remark after Theorem 1, the algorithm finds a representation where the polynomials
To sum up the preceding exposition: we obtain an algorithm which represents the desired projection Π = π(υπ{Χο Φ 0}) (see Lemma 1 and the notation at the beginning of this section) in the form
We now estimate the size of this formula and the execution time of the algorithm. We recall that N' < d 2n and
In the construction of the variants Γι, Γ 2 , -. · of the Gauss algorithm (see above) we may make the estimates (see (3) and Theorem 2; cf. also [9] , Chapter 2, §2). Finally, the length of the notation for the coefficients is and also for the quasiprojective varieties
V
We remark that ε, j < (3d) m+1 , and the number of multi-indices / is less than (3d)( m+1 ) .
Further, the algorithm computes φ|^' ! "' with the help of the process described above of division of a polynomial by a polynomial. For the parameters of the polynomial >ij 3 , and consequently for the polynomials Ej bounds hold, similar to those presented while the length of the notation for the coefficients is
We remark that the number of components 20 does not exceed The execution time for our algorithm for the construction of the polynomials Β σ is bounded above by a polynomial in Mi,M 2 
Furthermore, We remark that the lemma gives in particular an upper bound for the degree of the projection of a constructible set, which is better than those known previously. Namely, let n+l , and q. Finally, we describe a quantifier elimination process in its application to formula (1) , where the parameters of the polynomials fi satisfy the same bounds as in §1. Applying the algorithm for reduction to disjunctive normal form presented earlier in this section and Lemma 2 of §2 alternately to formula (1), after carrying out a stages we shall arrive at the equivalent formula After completing a stages of the algorithm the proof of our main result is completed. The author wishes to express his gratitude to A. L. Chistov for useful discussions.
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